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TOWN

OFFICERS.

SELECTMEN,
JEVv^ETT CONNER,

JOSIAII

ANDREW

J.

J.

FOLSOM,

FOGG.

TOWN TREASURER,
JOHN

GARDNER.

E.

TOWN
WILLIAM

CLERK,

BELKNAP.

n.

COLLECTOR OF TAXES,
LORENZO NEALEA^

ALBERT

SUPERVISORS,
WILLLiM H. BELKNAF,
AVETIIERELL,
JAMES W. ODLIN.

S.

WILLIAM

B.

AUDITORS,
SIORRILL,
HEZEKIAH

JOHN

P.

SCAMMON,

ELKINS.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE,

EDWIN

G.

JOHN

EASTMAN,
JOHN
T.

HEZEKIAH SCAMMON,
LYMAN.

D.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE,
PERRY,
ALBION BURBANK,

JOHN

A.

BROWN.

LIBRARIAN,

GEORGIE W. SIIUTE.
HEALTH OFFICERS,
EZRA BARTLETT,
ROBERT MASON,
JOHN H. BROWN.
JANITOR,

JOHN

TAYLOR.

H.

ENGINEERS,

JAMES W. ODLIN, Chief,
ANDREW J. FOGG,
GEORGE W. GREEN,
JACOB CARLISLE,
CHARLES E. WARREN, Clerk.
POLICE OFFICERS,

JAMES W. ODLIN, Chief,
CHARLES H. CALKIN,
J.

WARREN

TILTON,

CHARLES

K.

EDMUND THURSTON,
JEFFERSON MAXWELL,
JOHN P. ELKINS,
FIFIELD.

TOWN OF

EXETER.

VALUATION.
715

871,500 00

pulls,

Real estate,

1,734,094 00

384 horses,

31,620 00

62 oxen,

4,446 00

367 cows,

9,716 00

Si other neat stuck,

1,736 00

118 sheep,

518 00

5 hogs,

50 00

121 carriages,

11,190 00

Stock in public funds.

131,550 00

Stock in banks, &c.,

106,200 00

Doomage,

343,400 00

Monc\' on hand and at interest,
Stock

62,948 00
60,476 00

in trade,

Factories and machinery.

120,000 00
$2,693,044 00

APPROPRIATIONS.
State tax,

County

tax,

Schools by law,

5,728 00
5,093 97

5,012 00

Schools in addition,

1,200 00

Interest on the town debt.

1,320 00

4

TOAA^N

Fire Dcpnilmeiit,

Highways,
Bridges aud sidewalks,

OF EXICTER.
$2,300 00
2,500 00
1,000 00

Police aud Constables,

500 00

Support of the poor,

800 00

Town

500 00

Library.

Decoratiug the graves of tJuiou soldiers,

100 00

Lighting the streets,

664 00

Miscellaneous,

1,500 00

828,217 y?

TREASURER'S REPORT.
Receipts and Expenditures

Town

made by

the Treasurer of the

of Exeter, for the year ending March 1st, 188G

EXPENDITURES.
Paid Salary of Collector,
Discount on taxes,

Bounty on woodchucks,
Sheep killed by dogs,

$379

:

TOWN OF EXKTER.

b

SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS.
Paid Pruilential Com., Dist. No.

1,

SO, 25 7 02

No.

T),

IGl 12

No.

4,

142

No.
No.

5,

254 27

G,

152 57

G.')

$G. 9G7 G3

Appropriation, railroad tax, etc.,

SG,9G7 G3

EXETER GAS LIGHT COMPANY.
Paid A. F. Cooper, Superintendent,
''

posts and lamps,

$849 31
237 00
S1,0SG 31

Appropriation,

From

$6G4 00

contingent fnnd,

422 31
$1,08G 31

MOSES

N.

COLLINS POST.

Paid Woodlniry M. Durgin.
Appropriation,

STATE TAX.
Paid Solon A. Carter, Treasurer,
Appropriation,

^

ANNUAL REPORT.
FiRE DEPARTMENT.
Paid Engineers,

$78 00

Fountain No.

Union No.

1,

2,

Eagle Steamer,
Pioneer,

Hook and

ladder,

Manchester Locomotive Works,

James Boyd

&

Sons,

Meserve's Express,
,

Tilton

&

Fleming,

C. D. Towle,

A.

S.

Jackson, repairs,

Exeter Machine Works, repairs,
S.

M. Towle,

American Hose Manufacturing Co.

new

hose,

Exeter Machine Works, repairs.

Brown

&

Warren,

Exeter Coal Co.,
Merrill,

Dexter

&

Co.

Charles J. Smith, Engineer,

American Hose Co.,
A. & W. Bird,

J.

Perkins' Express,
Merrill,

Dexter

&

Co..

Exeter Machine Works,

Watson, Fireman,
G. B. Eollins,

J. I.

Edmund Thurston,
Charles W. Young,
Exeter Coal Co.,
Oscar Bloom,
R.

W.

Batchclder,

TOWN OF EXETER.

O

Paid J.

W.

Tilton,

$5

D. T. Springer,
J.

W.

Tilton, Steward,

C. K. Fifield,

Exeter Coal Co

,

A. S. Jackson, supplies,
Meserve's Express,
Milton Read,

Frank

J.

Drew,

E. Folsom

& Co

,

Frank Dow,
Frank Clancj',
Charles Johnson,

Thomas MacLaughlin,
Charles AV. Bridge,

Adolphus Smart,

»

Otis Butrick,

Frank Drew,
J.

W.

E.

W. Smart,

Odlin,

Wallace Suits,
J. F. Clark,

George

Eliott,

F. E. Dearborn,

Edward Broderick,
John Barry,
John Murphy,
Michael Barr}',
L. \Y. Calkin,
C. H. Atherton,

M.

J. Dwyer,
John Murphy,
George Janvrin,

1

J. P. Elkins,

2 00

00

ANNUAL
Paid Daniel Kelleher,

Exeter Gas Light Co.

John

Jacob

II.

Taylor,

Carlisle,

G. W. Green,
Exeter Gas Light Co.,

A.

J.

Fogg,

Clarence Frame,

Joseph Frame,
Levi G. Towle,

Appropriation,

From

contingent fund.

RKPOr.T.

$3

TOWN OR EXETER.
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Paid F. F, Thing, Siirveyor,

S40 00
200 00

Josiah J. Folsoin, "

a

a

Noah

r>iirker,

73 25

1.1,

L. M. Jcnuess,

"
"

15 IS

Noah

Barker,

"

46 05

J. 0.

Marsh,

7 38

11 67

30 63
7 35
7 07

Dauicl SmiLh,

20 00

N. S. Tilton,
Jacob Carlisle,

11 39

41 00
ISSl,

Noah Barker,

19 94

"

25 25

Joseph O. Marsh,"

16 63

Jewett Conner, breaking roads,
tricts

dis-

4 and 14 (Thing road),

25 35

A. S. Wetherell, sidewalk,
Exeter Coal Co., cement,
((
((
u

10 00

George Denoncour,

11 60

32 75
4 00

brick,

S. J. Colcord, plank,

36 89
5 02

Charles Lane,

2 51

M. Towle,
Noah Barker, Surveyor,
S.

16 00
11 50

William Conner, gravel,

16 00

Eead & Co.,
John M. Clark, Surveyor,
II.

E.

150 00
75 02

S.S.Perkins,

"

46 01

John

"

100 00

S.

Hayes,

9 75

"
George Muncey,
Marcellus Day, drain i)ipe,

Boston and Maine Kailroad,

73 89

90 00
frciglit,

18 00

ANNUAL UEVOUT.
Puia George Tyler,

11

TOWN OF EXETER.
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POLICE AND CONSTABLES.
Paid

Edmund

Thurston,

notifying town

officers,

Edmund

Thurston, Police Officer,

James W. Odlin,
C.

II.

80 00

Chief,

Calkin, Police Officer,

21 37

"

76 99

"
J. P. Elkius,
"
Edmund Thurston, "

W.

J.

S20 00
20 74

37 75

4158

Odlin and others,

G6 00

J. P. Elkins, Police Officer,

19 35

Edmund Thurston,"

18 38

"

"

25 58

"

"
"

15 46

36 77

"
"

8 10

John P. Elkins,
"
"

6 46

B. Cobbs, special,

II.

2 00

Drew, "
"
G. B. Rollins,
H. A. Shute, Police Judge,
Orville R.

2 00

2 00

200 00
6 65

C. H. Knight,

W.

5 00

Towle,
"

7 50

C. H. Knight,

20 50

J.

W.

6 00

R. Davis, witness,

2 31

Richard Maj-ers,

"

C. E. Frame,

77

Exeter Coal Co.,

W. H.

10 65

C. Follausby,

"

4 00

3 75

"

2 50

Exeter Gas Light Co.,

2 10

J. P. Elkins,

Estate of Alva

2 00

Wood,

Exeter Gas Light Co.,

rent,

50 00
3 90

ANNUAL UKrOKT.
Paid C. K.
J.

W.

Fiilekl, Police Olliocr,

Tiltou,

Carried to contiugeut fund,

Appropriation,
Fines, &c., Police Court,

13
^.^71

TOWN or EXETER.
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F. T. Merrill,
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MISCELLANEOUS,
raid Aiulitors,

Marston

&

Kelly

&

$12 00

Eastman,

24 00

Gardner,

18 21

H. Calkin,
Fleming & Neale}^
Exeter Machine Works,
James A. Batcheldcr,
Brown & Warren,
Ebeu Folsom & Co.,
George Dcnoncour,
C.

9 42
9

50

2G 99
12 68
13 95
7 25

14 50
8 00

G. & A. M. Harris,
James H. Batcheldcr,

10 00

Mary

25 00

S.

J.

15 89

Emerson,

Exeter Coal Co.,
S.

21

M. Towle,

40

5 00

Exeter Machine Works

Town

Library Catalogue,

Jacob

Carlisle,

75

100 00
9

00

Exeter Machine Works,
Exeter Manufacturing Co.,

29 42

W. H.

49 04

7 00

C. Follansby,

O. L. Giddings, laud damage,

20 00

W. H.

30 40

Wm.

Bradley,

B. Morrill, printing,

100 00

Exeter Coal Co.,

52 71
35 G9

James I. Watson,
John W. Getchcll,

-

tile,

Milton Read,
Charles Batcheldcr,

O. A. Fleming,

Ilaunah Brown,

H.

W.

W.
II.

7 15

317 14
8 00
3 00

10 C5
8 00

Berthrong, Grant's picture,

15 00

Belknap,

10 25

16
Ftiid J. r. Elkius,
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RECEIPTS.
Taxes

for the 3'ear

1885, including

non-resident highway, and dog

$29,830 38

taxes,

6,943 59

Cash from Selectmen,
«

«

57 00

Outstanding taxes,

1,572 23

Cash on hand March

1,

1885,

8,072 38

$i6,475 58

AUDITORS' REPORT.
Exeter, N. H., March

We,

3,

1886.

the undersigned, have this day examined the accounts

of the Town Treasurer, as exhibited to us by him^ and find
them well vouched and correctly cast, and find a balance of
five thousand, one hundred and fifteen dollars and sixty-six
cents, ($5,115.66) in his hands.

WILLIAM
J. P.

H.

B. MORRILL,
ELKINS,

SCAMMON,

~)

f

3

Auditors.

ANNUAL
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KErOllT.

RECAPITULATION.

Town bonds and

coupons,

$3,842 00

379

Salary of Collector,

Discount on taxes,

Bounty on woodchucks.
Sheep killed by dogs.
Schools,

Town

Library,

Exeter Gas Light Co.,

Moses N.

Collins Post,

State tax,

County tax.
Fire Department,

Highways, Bridges and Sidewalks,
Police and constables.

Support of Poor,
Miscellaneous,

Town Hall,
Old Town Hall,
Abatement of Taxes, 1882,
"
"
1883,
"
"
1884,
"
1885,
Outstanding Taxes, 1885,

Cash on hand.

JOHN

E.

GARDNER, Town

Trea.surer.

SELECTMEN'S REPORT.
DR.

ANNUAL
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REl'ORT.

CR.
Paid

Town

Treasurer, as per receipts, $6,943 59

paid in by J. N. Head, Col-

57 00

lector, 1878,

189 44

Outstanding taxes, 1878,

$7,190 03

JEWETT CONNER,
JOSIAH

J.

ANDREW

FOLSOM,
J. FOGG,

Selectmen
of
J Exeter.

")

[

AUDITOR'S REPORT.
Exeter, N. H., March

We,

3,

1886.

the undersigned, have this day examined the accounts

of the Selectmen, as exhibited to us by them, and find them
well vouched and correctly cast.

WILLIAM B. MORRILL,
HEZEKIAH SCAMMON,
JOHN P. ELKINS,

^Auditors.

22
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TOWN INDEBTEDNESS.
Town Bonds,

$3,500 00

G per cent.,

24,000 00

$27,500 00

ASSETS.
$189 44

Outstanding taxes, 1878,
"
"
1885,

806 94
5,115 CG

Cash,

$G,112 04

JEWETT CONNER,
JOSIAU

J.

ANDREW

FOLSOM,
J. FOGG,

")

[

)

Solectraon

of
Exeter.

:

COMMITTEE REPORT.
To THE Town

of Exeter

:

The Committee appointed at the last annual meeting to
recommend what sums of money should be raised for the expenditures of the town, for the year
to that duty

188G-7,

and recommend that the town

have attended

raise

the

follow-

ing sums

For the payment of the State tax,
" County tax,

$5,728 00

5,784 33
5,012 00

Schools by law,

1,200 00

Schools in addition,
Interest on the

Town

1,120 00

debt,

Fire Department,

2,300 00

Highways,

2,500 00

Bridges and sidewalks,
Pohce and Constables,

1,000 00

Support of the Poor,

Town

500 00
800 00

-

500 00

Library,

Decorating the graves of Union Soldiers,

100 00

Lighting the Streets, not exceeding,

952 00
1,500 00

Miscellaneous,

We
SI. 25

recommend

that the price of labor on the highways be

per day of ten hours, and the pay of the firemen one

dollar per month.

We

have made no recommendation

for

any appropriation

TOWN OF EXETER.
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to meet the $3000 of bonds falling due the coming year,

be-

cause the Selectmen assure us that the existing surplus will be
sufficient to take care of

them without raising an additional

amount by taxation.
Respectfully submitted,

JEWETT CONNER,
JOHN J. BELL,
W. FURNALD,
B. MORRILL,
JOSIAII BATCHELDER.
G.

W.

Exeter, N. H., March

9,

1886.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S REPORT.
In compliance with

my

tlie

law, I herewith respectfully submit

report as Chief Engineer of the Fire Department for the

past year, giving a

of

list

fires

and alarms, "together with

the condition of the apparatus under

town :"
The number of

my

care

belonging to

the

by

fires

and alarms exceed those of

four, there being ten

will also

in all this

year.

be a corresponding increase.

last

year

In the losses there

On

the night of the

3rd of April, at about 11 o'clock, the alarm was given which

caused the destruction of the barns and other buildings of
Mr. L. G. Towle, and partly occupied by Mr. Milton Read,
together with the bakery and other buildings of Frank

Davis. This was an extensive

fire,

burning in

all

buildings and greatly endangering other property.

M.

about fifteen

Ten

horses,

two cows and nineteen swine were burned, besides carriages,
There
sleighs and much other property about the stables.
could be no fault found with the firemen on this occasion,
every member working with a will, and each using his best
endeavors to conquer the flames. Notwithstanding all this, our
efforts

would have been impotent but for the assistance of
The Eagle Steamer gave us three incessant

the elements.

streams of water from the commencement to the end. The
Fountain gave us two streams except when detailed to extinguish a fire already started from flying shingles on the old

town

hall.

The

little

Union came

in, also, for a

share of

praise in her efforts to quell the devouring element. It would

hardly seem in such a conflagration as this that the Babcock
Chemical would be of much service, but the saving of the

TOWN OF EXETER.
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Darling shop and barn was the result of
exclusively.

Notwithstanding

its

exertions, almost

the companies did so well

all

and there could be no fault found with a single one, yet we
all see the advantage of steam power over muscle in

could

An

working the engines.

article in

the

warrant this year

with regard to another Steamer I hope will receive due consideration.

Loss at Towle's, Read's and Davis'

fire

estimated

at $7,000.

The second alarm was on May

which was only the burn-

7,

ing of a chimney on Franklin street just at nightfall.

The

third alarm

was July

28, at 11 p. m.,

which was the

burning of a barn belonging to Mr. John Hayes and Mr.
Patrick Flannigan.
all

The

destruction was complete, one cow,

of Mr. Hayes' crop of hay and

many farming

tools.

Mr.

Hayes and Mr. Flannigan had each an insurance of $100.
The entire loss must have exceeded $500.
August 30, was the fourth alarm, which came from the
house on "Hampton road" owned by Miss Abby F. Leavitt.
The cause was a defective chimnc}', loss about $200.
The sucSept. 21, was a fire in the store of B. Mayers.
cess of the Babcock was good and the fire was extinguished
with a loss of $1,000 eight hundred recovered from insurance. The old fireman on Water street was on hand with
something on his back called a Soda Fount, but somehow it
did not fire off, but the Babcock soon came to his assistance
and success was complete.
Sept. 22, at night, about 11 o'clock, the alarm came from
South street and was a barn owned by Mr. Frank Mullen.
The barn was a small one and the loss was total, loss prob-

—

ably $100.
Sept. 30, fire was discovered on Academy street, in a barn
owned by Mr. Nealey, which also communicated to the store
house and wool shops belonging to Mr. Henry C.Moses. At
this fire I am told (for I was absent and did not witness either
of the last three) that the firemen worked nobly and were
very fortunate in being able to prevent the further spread of

27
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the flames.

Nealey's house was often on

fire,

with only slight damage to the shingles and
this occasion

we had

a chance to

the

test

but was saved

capacity of the

well constructed the year before in close proximity to the
It

On

clapboards.

fire.

supplied the Steamer with water for twenty- five minutes,

she throwing all the time two streams of water, and would
have probably supplied either of the other tubs during the
entire

fire.

The

loss at this fire

must have been

by insurance.
Nov. 30, the alarm came from Court

at

least

$2,500, partly covered

street,

on the proper-

ty of E. P. Robinson, about 10 o'clock in the forenoon, caused

by the igniting of coal tar which was in preparation for graveling the roof it was extinguished without damage to the
property, but the department were all out.
Dec. 30, at about 10 p. m., a false alarm was given, only
;

a portion of the department coming out.

Feb.

1,

the alarm was from a restaurant on Lincoln street,

caused by trouble with a kerosene lamp, no damage.

The apparatus under my

care belonging to the town

is

in

good working condition. Some expense has been incurred
for new hose and repairs which will all appear in the report
of the Town Treasurer. More money might be expended
with advantage to the department and the town, but econo-

my

seems to be necessary in order to keep within the approThe engine house on Middle street, both for its

priation.

appearance and preservation, needs painting, as does also the

wood work of the steamer house. Slight repairs and
improvements have been made to each machine during the
year, but the largest outlay has been for new hose. There is
a defect in the draft of the chimney or boiler at the steamer
outside

house which must be remedied before another winter.

Dur-

ing the late cold weather the steward has had great difficulty
in

keeping his

fire

up,

at the house to a late

and on several occasions has remained
hour in the night, and on the night of

Feb. 28 spent the hour between 3 and 4
house.

a.

m

,

at

the engine

TOWN OF EXETER.
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The most alarming fact connected with our fires is the bethat most of them were of incendiary origin.
There is

lief

no other wa}^ of accounting for the Towle, Hayes, Mullen
and Academy street fires. The Selectmen offered a reward
for the detection or conviction of the incendiary,

and

it is

to

be hoped that he or they will ere long be caught and convicted.

These are by no means

all

the fires that are claimed

have been set within a few years.

This fact

is

to

more alarm-

ing to the citizens of Exeter than the withdrawal of the for-

eign Insurance Companies from the State.
I again return thanks to

my

and cooperation, and
department generally, for their

sistance

associate
also to the
alacrity

Engineers for as-

members

of

the

and zeal when called

into action.

JAMES W. ODLIN,

Chief Engineer.

ROBINSON SEMINARY.
PRINCIPAL'S REPORT.
To THE Honorable Board of Trustees
Seminary

The

of the Robinson

:

report of one year ago with

its

predecessor set forth

our adopted and proposed plans of instruction and govern-

ment of the Seminaiy.

possible this

It is

j'ear to

report

every measure adopted.

nearly

reassuring progress in

augurs favorably for our school that

It

has moved on steadily

it

and uneventfully throughout the weeks and months since my
was submitted.
The organization of the school upon a basis of department
instruction was thoughtfully made, and it seems that the
quality of work attained in consequence of the change has

last report

The several departments and their
same as last year. The large number of
pupils in both the first and second grades at the opening of
the school year necessitated some changes in their instrucAs neither room occupied by the grades in former
tion.
years contained a sufficient number of seats for the accommo-

justified its adoption.

instructors are the

dation of both classes,

room.

It

was necessary

to seat one

in

each

Miss Chase remained in charge of the second grade

room, and the care of the new pupils was assigned to Miss
Grouard. In addition to the government of the first grade

room

the

instruction

of the

class in

devolved upon Miss Grouard.
in the preparatory classes

In the

fall

from duty
the

With

writing and

spelling

this exception the

work

with that of last

j'ear.

is identical

term Miss Lufkin was obliged to be absent

for

several

class of 1878,

was

weeks.
in

Miss Georgie

W.

Shute, of

charge of the third and fourth

:
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grade room during the absence of the regular teacher, and by
her faithfuhiess and excellent qualifications as a teacher,

was able
with a

to continue

minimum

Miss Lufkin's very important work

of interruption and confusion.

Class op 1885.

— On the seventeenth of June the following
manner

3'oung ladies were graduated in a

creditable to them-

Anna Belle Carter, Susan
Adella Cook, Josephine Plummer Dow, Mary Worthen Dow,
Anna L. Manson, Elizabeth Armine Perkins, Winnifred
and

selves

to

the Seminary

Lockhart Purinton.

and

Seminarj'
interest.

The

:

class of 1885

reflect highest credit

upon

her education.

commencement
OvERTiTRE.

The

life,

the institution,

which the

following

is

she will not

and

the

all

fail

to

instrumen-

programme of the

exercises

—"Aurora,"

Schlepergrcl

....
....

INVOCATION.
arranged from "Martha,"

—
— "Dux Femina Facti,"
—English Literature in

Chorus.
Essay.
Essay.

in

For the scholarship and character of every member

are such that, whatever her portion in

tal in

one

is

teachers will always feel the deepest

all its

Flotow
Elizabeth Armine Perkins

.

tlie

19th Century,

Anna Belle Carter

Song for Cornet. — "The

music.
Letters were Carved on the Tree,"
JImjnes

— Modern Fanaticism,
Susan Adella Cook
— Climbing the Heights,
Anna L. Manson
Essay. — "That Life
Long which Answers Life's Great End,"
Essay.

.

Poem.

.

.

.

.

.

is

Josephine Plummer
music.

Cavatina— from "Maria

Stuart,"

—Every-Day Philosophy,
Essay. —The Study of Greek,
Chorus. — "Spring Song,"
Essay.

.

....

.

.

Dow

Donizetti

Mary Worthen Dow

Winifred Lockhart Purinton

presentation of diplopias.
prayer.
class song.

doxology.
benediction.

Becker
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—Written

examinations

upon

term's work and upon the whole of a study at
are ordinarily required of

the classes.

all
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.

its

eacli

half

completion

In the four upper

grades of this year an experimental modification of this plan

The

has been adopted.

pupils

each carefully ranked

are

every day in their class work upon a basis of 10, and

all

who

recitation and have attained an

have been present at every

average rank of 8.5 are exempted from the half term examinations.

All pupils, however, are required to pass the

examinations.

The

results of this innovation, so far as

can be estimated at present, are quite satisfactoiy.
attendance
care

is

upon

recitations

is

much improved and

experienced in preparing the lessons.

final
the}''

The

greater

Frequent ex-

aminations are not needed in the higher classes in order that
the teacher

the size of

may know

the attainments

of the scholars, for

the classes will admit of time for eveiy pupil to

recite during

some portion

ofever}''

exercise.

The advan-

tages of written work are not sacrificed, such exercises being

constantly required of every class.

LiBRART.

—No school

is

equipped properly for successful

work without a good reference

library,

properly instructed until occasion

is

and no scholar

is

found and encourage-

ment given for a constant use of such an auxiliaiy. The
Seminary is fortunate in the possession of a remarkably
comprehensive working libraiy of about 500 volumes.
persons, teachers or trustees,
of books for our library in

who have made

the

The

selection

past years have laid the school

under a debt of obligation to their wisdom and foresight.
It would be unwise to discontinue a work so well begun.

The

efforts of the teachers to

keep their subject matter and

methods of teaching abreast of the times must be seconded
by annual additions of such books as are needed. In consequence of large expenditures in other departments this year,

number of books has not been greatly increased. The
following are the new books added Smith's Ancient Geograph}', 2 vols., Ramage's Quotations, 5 vols., Schliemann's
the

:
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^

& Madau's, and Stoddard's works
on Chemistry. The Seminary is in constant receipt of the
circulars and other publications of the U. S. Bureau of EduTroja, Sadtler's, Harcourt

As

cation.

the library contains

covering a

these circulars

number of years, with very few breaks, they form
reference

a valuable

file.

Chemistry Laboratory and study of Chemistry

:

—The

proposed changes in the course in Natural Science having

been carried out, a

were ready at

class of twenty-four pupils

the beginning of this year to take up the study of chemistry.

In anticipation of this work,

made
With

my

to

the

you for better

sum

in

my

last report

generouslj' appropriated

up during the summer vacation.

cocks, bunsen

answer to

In the laboratory are

gas lamps and an ample supply of drawers,

lockers and shelf

room for tweuty-four pupils.
was made, one-half of it

fronted case

glass

this branch.

in

pneumatic pans, water

with set bowls,

furnished

tables

by you

and a lecture room were

petition, a chemical laboratoiy

fitted

an appeal was

for teaching

facilities

shelves in tiers for the storage of

A capacious
fitted

chemicals, the

up with

other half

with shelf space for apparatus and glass ware.

The

lecture

and recitation room contains a large lecture
and ten inches b}^ eight feet and four inches

table three feet
in area.

The

table

is

furnished with capacious drawers, a

pneumatic tank twenty-five inches

in

depth with a shallow

shelf,

water cock and ten gas cocks for heating purposes.

Four

tiers

tier

of raised seats extend back from the table, each

containing seven chairs and desks for taking notes, and

every seat commanding an unobstructed view of the table.

The highest platform
settees, should the

aflfords

space for additional chairs or

size of future

classes require

them.

A

commodious hood with front and side of glass has been built
at one side of the room with its escape pipe passing into a
ventilator in which a powerful draft is obtained by means
of a steam pipe.

In purchasing apparatus

all

present needs were

well

met
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for future requirements.

all

A

good

chemicals needed in an elemen-

somewhat in bulk. Glassware and
needed in the work are furnished to

tary course were obtained

apparatus

all

constantl}'-

each pupil, for the preservation and good condition of which
is responsible, with reasonable allowance for wear and

she

The work has been and necessarily will be for all the
time allotted to the subject this year, of an elementary nature,
tear.

The programme
two

for the

term was three recitations and

first

laboratory' exercises per

week

during the winter term
and one laboratory exercise per week. The
text book nominally in use is Clarke's, and a systematic
course in experimentation and recording of phenomena and
;

three recitations

principles

is

carried out with the use of French's

Experiment

Blanks.

Instruction in Physics.— Little

made

many

for

expenditure

has

been

apparatus in the physical department, although

made by the instructor and
But some change has been made in the methods

useful additions have been

pupils.

and plans of

instruction.

Avery's First Principles of Natu-

Philosophy has been substituted for the text book in use
This book exactly meets the needs of

ral

for several years.
this

department, and upon use proves very acceptable to

teachers and pupils.

The method

of class

demonstration

merely, in which the pupils do no more than witness the

experiments from their seats,
poor

were

is

very unsatisfactory.

the results, though instructing

an

thoughtful and observant class, that I determined to
provision for individual work.
facilities

tion,

for

using

it,

An amount

which are ample

So

unusually

make

of apparatus and

for class

demonstra-

prove meagre for individual practice by a large class.

But small tables were placed
class, consisting of thirteen

in the physical

young

ladies,

room, and the

has made the best

use of the apparatus they were able, in working out a series

The phenomena occurring
each experiment are carefully recorded in a note book

of experiments assigned them.
in
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In the recitatioa following, the

prepared for the purpose.

notes are examined, comparison of the observations of dif-

and

ferent pupils made,

governing the

finall3% the principles

recorded phenomena deduced and in turn recorded in their
proper place in the note book.

By

these means, observa-

and deductive insight have been cultivated,
and some original thinking attained. The class and teacher
have labored under great disadvantage in pursuing the work
tion, inductive

with such limited resources, but the results already attained
justify the adoption of the plan as an important factor in the

Manual

course in physics.
tory

work

practice

in the study of physics are

and

s^'stematic labora-

finding

an important

advanced school systems. "While good chemical
laboratories have for some years been found in the majority
place in

of high schools and academies, corresponding facilities for
physical experimentation have been few, and the encourage-

ments

to individual

the reports of

New England

investigation

state

states

still

But

more meagre.

superintendents of instruction in our

show that progress

being

is

I trust that in the near future our

this

direction.

will

possess a physical

laboratory

comparable

made

in

Seminary
in

every

respect with that in the department of chemistr3\

Practical Studies.

—Any

course of instruction or any

study which tends to enlarge the scope of mental powers,
increase observation and reflection, or

make more keen

appreciation of the Beautiful, the True, and the
life

cannot be stigmatized as unpractical, yet

the

Good
the

in

term

practical, as at present applied to teaching, has a further significance.

ate

and

Results, to be
utilitarian.

deemed

making almost a revolution

To

of teaching.
in the

Seminary

of the times.

might

"off'er

make female

practical,

must be immedi-

This idea prevailing
in subjects taught

everywhere

is

and methods

give such a direction to the course of stud}'

is

but keeping pace with the moving spirit

Mr. Robinson founded the school that

such a course of instruction as
scholars equal to

all

will

it

tend to

the actual duties of life."
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The present
toward

far

and

least

and goes
But the
impairing or changing

much more

that will be immediately

curriculiiin is valuable

the

in

present course, do

many of

serviceable to

practical,

attainment of the ends indicated.

the

Seminary can, without
its

oO

It offers a

pupils.

its

good course

in

with an elective of half a year's study

elementar}' chemistry

of qualitative analysis.

To

this

it is

intended to add a three

months' course either in Junior or Senior year in domestic
chemistry, the most practical I can devise, and
be supplemented

cooking given by some eminent teacher of the
desirable

that

as

that should

a course of lectures and applied lessons in

b}"

art.

It is

very

soon as possible instruction in sewing be

introduced in the preparatory grades, and art needle work

added to our valuable

art course.

The

classes in physics ac-

good knowledge of the known principles of
To that
dynamical electtricit}' and electrical machines.
very easily and profitabl}' could be added a course of inquire a ver}'

The hand,

struction in telegraphy.
faithful allies

of the

which ignores these

Art Collection.

brain,

the eye, the ear are

all

and the course of instruction

efficient helpers is itself deficient.

—The

increased during the year.

and medallions made

b}'

art collection has

been somewhat

Several plaster casts of busts

Alfred Nicoletti, of Providence, R.

I.,

have been purchased, appropriately mounted, and placed

in

the office

A

number of new pictures have
Through the efforts of Miss
of four artists from Boston were se-

and chapel.

been hung in different rooms.
Gustine the services

cured, who, assisted by one of our

own

Dow, gave

on the evening of Februa-

ry tenth.
will

a concert in the chapel

A

considerable

pupils,

sum of money was

Miss Florence

realized,

which

be expended in the purchase of pictures and small pieces

This is a
statuary for the adornment of the chapel.
work which ma}' be most appropriately kept in the hands of
the teachers, pupils and friends of the school without calling

of

upon the often heavily taxed funds of the institution.
Enough, perhaps, has been said upon this subVisitors.

—
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But ui}^ words and invitations have not
ill past years.
been productive of the results that could be desired. The
total number of visitors has fallen off from that of last year.

ject

This

due in part to the lessened number of special pub-

is

—a

diminution made necessary by the nature
and amount of work done in the regular studies. But our
daily recitations are public, and the friends of the school are

days

lic

welcome to

its

If parents

ever3^ exercise.

work we

visit

the pupils in their

their

duty a real pleasure to them.

will

Kindl}^, well

gestions are always gratefully received by

Promotions.

and friends

will

endeavor to make

all

all

meant sug-

our teachers.

—Undoubted!}', some advantages would accrue

from a system of instruction which would pay fullest consideration to the tastes, capabilities and needs of one pupil, uninfluenced by the needs of any
individual tutorage, an

other

This requires

pupil.

impossibility in a school of consider-

numbers with organized classes. The establishment
and firm maintenance, then, of a standard of scholarship for
promotion is a necessity for the attainment of any degree of
able

sound learning

in

all

the

members of a

class.

We

have

endeavored to establish such a standard, making it attainable by ever}' pupil of medium ability and good health, with

moderate and honest application.

Girls

fail

to

reach the

required degree of excellence for one or more reasons

— un-

work required,
incapacity and, more often than from all other causes combined, from a disposition to make other interests and purMental growth is not as spontaneous as
suits paramount.
There must be effort, self sacrifice, earnest appliphysical.
sound health,

insufficient preparation for the

cation to insure progress.
is

A

divided or half-hearted work

sure to result in nothing.

Among

the

younger grades, while

ill

health and indiffer-

ence keep some back, by far the greatest numbers

fail to

be

advanced through incapacity and lack of proper training.
It is the greatest mistake to promote pupils who are not
really

prepared for advancement

;

it is

an unkindness to the
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pupils, an injustice to the class

and school.

moted never do themselves or

their teachers justice, wholly'

Pupils

waste time that might be used with the utmost

pro-

so

profit in a

lower class, and almost invariably leave the school dissatis-

and discouraged. Last }' ear the matter of promotion
was given earnest and thoughtful consideration. A larger
number than usual was conditioned or required to repeat
the entire work of the year. The effect has been more marked even than had been anticipated. The scholarship of every

fied

The

grade in the school has been greatlj^ improved.
ferent

have been awakened to an

been spurred to an
selves

among

courage.

effort

the

year's

indif-

have

the discouraged, finding them-

;

the best in the

As

interest, the lazy

new

class,

have gained renewed

work advances every teacher

is

becoming more and more impressed with the importance,
both to the pupils and the school, of giving earnest attention
to the matter of promotion.

Changes

in

the Curriculum.

— Aside from those to which

reference has been made, few changes in the course are con-

In the near future, time and

templated or even desirable.

modern history
work of the upper grades. Universal literature, with
its present place in the course and manner of instruction, is
unsatisfactoiy.
Three recitations per week during the last

place must be found for more medieval and
in the

half of Senior year are devoted to the subject, using Botta's
text book.
the

In this way

course to which

it

it is

isolated from studies earlier in

would be mutually helpful, and

taken when the j'oung ladies have not

amount

is

tinae for a profitable

would be better to restrict the study
to Greek, Latin, Italian, German and French literatures, and
of reading.

It

to take as man}' of the

subjects

as

possible

with the study of the respective languages.

be

profitably

added

a

Tew

lessons

in

To

connection
these

upon general

may
liter-

ature.

Lectures.

—The

Seminary

is

indebted to the teacher of

French and German for an oiiportunity given

all

the pupils
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modern language department

the

in

to

hear his vahiable

German and English given in
Academy on Wednesday evenings during the

courses of lectures in French,
Phillips

present year.

Conclusion.

— One jear ago I said to you

:

"the Seminary

has not yet attained the highest usefulness of which

The statement

capable."
I cannot

is

true of

its

condition to-day.

it is

But

but feel that the past year has been one of real

advancement

for

the institution.

Many

plans have been

elevated from an experimental condition to one of permanent

The

adoption.

policy and methods of instruction are favora-

bly received by the patrons and friends of the school.

deep

interest,

The

which the past members and alumnas have

manifested during the past year in the welfare of alma mater,

has been exceedingly gratifying to those who bear the bur-

den of responsibility for her success, and cannot
valuable aid to her future

prosperity.

fail to be a
Large expenditures

have been made by your honorable board in needed improvements.

new

the

But the now

tasteful interior of the building,

laboratory, the substantial and artistic iron fence

recently erected are all already
tives to scholarship,

and

pride

making good

returns, incen-

encouragements to teaching, occasion for

hopefulness

for

the

future

of

the

institu-

tion.

It

is

a source of the deepest pleasure to

me to

bear witness

again to the faithfulness, the earnestness and the

my
is

in

associate teachers, to

ability of

whose single hearted co-operation

due any improvement that I have been able to chronicle
these pages.

from expressing

In this same connection I cannot refrain

my

appreciation of the valuable

our faithful engineer, Mr.

Thomas

service of

Colcord, whose uniform

courtesy and kindness, and devotion to the interests of the
Seminary at all seasons, have every year conduced so much
to the health and comfort of teachers and pupils, and to the
preservation of the property of the institution.

In submitting this report, gentlemen, allow

me

to tender
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support which
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heartfelt thanks for the
I

have received from

thy and advice which, both in your

j'ou,

encouragement and
for the

sympa -

capacity

and as

and

official

personal friends, you have been "willing to give

me

in

my

plans for the furtherance of the Seminary's prosperity.

GEO. N. CROSS.

ROBINSON SEMINARY.
TREASUHEB'S HEPOET.
To THE Trustees of the Rodinson Female Seminary and
Selectmen of Exeter

:

The undersigned, Treasurer
inary, submits

of the Robinson Female

the following report for the

28, 1886.

RECEIPTS.
Received dividends on stocks,

Sem-

year ending Feb.

ANNUAL REPORT.
Printing Catalogues, &c.,
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$104 50

Supplies,

106

Books, stationen* and chemicals,

Moving

piano,

Cleaning,

Tuning piano,
Repairs to steam pipes,

"

furniture,

Express and

freight.

GENERAL EXPENSES
Secretary's salary,

Treasurer's salary,

Expenses on highway,
Safe deposit, rent.

Reports of stocks.
Checks, telegrams and postage,
Incidental expenses,

Box

for preserving papers,

$430 93
INVESTMENTS.

Lombard Investment Co's Western Loans
and Interest,

$5,013 7G

SEMINARY GROUNDS.
Iron fence and grading on Lincoln

Care of

trees,

st.,

$411 99
3 CO

42
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Investmeuts have been made in Lombard

vestment Go's Western Loans,

In-

S5,000 00

No other changes have been made in the investments.
The Banks of New York are resisting taxes for 1885 upon
the ground of inequality, not permitted under the National
Law. Until this is decided the Banks decline to pay any
taxes to

"Exempt Share

holders."

All other investments have paid regular dividends.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN

E.

GARDNER,
Treasurer.

:

LIBRARY COMMITTEE'S REPORT.
The Committee on

the

Town

Library submit the following

statement of receipts and expenditures during the past year

RECEIPTS.
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one lumdied duUars fi'om the contingent fund. This help,
without whicli the catalogue could not have been published,

was cheerfully bestowed by the Selectmen. A like approwill hardly be needed before the beginning of the

priation

next ceuturj', unless the

librar}^

should rapidly increase in

The Committee have
size, through means as yet unknown.
purchases. They
their
economy
in
practised great care and
taste
of the genei'al
healthful
have tried, first, to meet every
public, and next, to supply as far as possible the requirements
of teachers and the fast multiplying literary clubs, Chautauqua Circles, etc., to whom a good consulting library is a
necessity.

volumes

—

lection

of

The
in

library

now

the

same

size

about six thousand

contains

We

exact figures, 5,898.
that

know no

public col-

has a smaller percentage of

wholly obsolete or utterly trashy works.

In mentioning this

we bear tribute to the good sense of our predecessors,
whose steps we have endeavored to follow. We have to
thank the Hon. C. II. Bell for the valuable gift of many volumes of the Congressional Globe, thus bringing our previfact

ously incomplete set to a fullness

which

political students

will appreciate.

Every year will add to the size and value of the collection,
and the Committee look forward to the day when it shall be
provided with a fire proof building shall add a reading
;

room and a variety of periodicals to its stores, and shall be
open every evening and on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. The town cannot be expected to provide for these
improvements, but where could individual liberality and public

spirited generosity find a better field?

JOFIN T. PERRY.

ALBION BURBANK.
JOHN A. BROWN.
Exeter, March

1,

1886.

SCHOOL REPORT.
The school committee

respectfully

report for the year ending

Whole number of
fifteen

1,

During the
thirtj'-six

last

charge

:

by the Selectmen,

446—235 boys and 221

in the

month of

girls.

DISTRICT NO.
under the

submit the following

1886

children between the ages of six and

as enumerated

April, 1885,

March

1.

year the schools in this district have been
of the teachers hereinafter named, for

weeks, divided into three terms of twelve, fourteen

and ten weeks respectively.

The

schools have been well conducted, and but

little

need

be said beyond what has been expressed in former reports.

Mr. Burbank, of the High school, and Mr. French, of the
school, are both teachers of long experience and

Grammar

are highly successful.

Miss Cartland, of the Sub-Grammar,
enthusiastic teacher and

is

is

a very earnest and

keeping an excellent school.

Miss Ellison, of the Plains Intermediate, was prevented
from doing her usual amount of work by an illness which
finally compelled her to abandon the school early in the year.

She was succeeded by Miss Fannie E. Smith, one of our
well

the

known and most eflficient teachers. The school, under
management of these ladies, has made commendable

progress.

Miss Cavano, of the Hall Place Intermediate, has rather a
difficult school,

due largely to lack of interest on the part of
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parents
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attcudance, but she

of regular

the mattci*
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is

industrious and painstaking, and the scholars have not only

advanced

in their studies, but

have improved much

in

gen-

eral appearance.

street Primary,

Miss Harvey, Spring

home with her numerous
for the care, instruction

This

under charge.

is

flock,

and

seems perfectly

entitled to

is

much

at

credit

and management of the children

a model school.

Mrs. Davis, of the Prospect Hill Primary, continues

to be

a very satisfactory teacher, her school always appears well,

and the standard of scholarship is good.
Miss Calef, Grove street Primary, manages this school in
eas}' way, which meets with the unqualified approval
quietj
a
The children are making good progress.
committee.
your
of
Miss Weston, School street Primary ,is a new teacher, possessed of many good qualities for her position lack of discipline, however, due largel}^ to want of experience, has rendered this school less successful than the committee could
;

We

have wished.

are pleased

to note

that

some improve-

ment has been made in the matter of government, and see
no reason Avhy the required standard cannot be fully maintained in this school.

DISTEICT NO.

3.

Miss S. Louise Hicks taught this school. She is a teacher
of some experience, wide awake, thorough in her methods,
and discharged her duties with profit to the children and
credit to herself.

DISTPvICT NO.

4.

Miss Hattie B. Adams, teacher. This school is small in
number, but scholars and teacher have shown a good degree
of interest.

Miss Adams' methods

in the

school

room

are

commendable.

DISTRICT NO.

5.

Miss Amanda Brown, teacher. Miss Brown has had much
experience in her profession, and is thoroughly familiar with
This school is one of the best.
the needs of her pupils.
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DISTRICT NO.
The

6.

was taught by Miss Fannie
This
E. Smith, the second by Miss Lizzie A. Perkins.
school is small numerically, but Miss Perkins showed that
she possessed all the requisites to make a good teacher. She
is competent to manage a much larger school.
first

term

iu this district

COMMENDABLE INTEREST

From what we have

THE COMMON SCHOOL.

IN

seen and heard we conclude that from

generation to generation the interest of the citizens of Exe-

common school has been very well sustained.
Academy and Seminar}', which might be
supposed directly to weaken the interest in the common
ter in the

In addition to the

school by depriving

it

of large classes of interesting scholars,

and indirectly, by transferring the thoughts of the parents
from it to the schools attended by their children, some
dozen years since the late Woodbridge Odlin, Esq., gave the
Academy S20,000 with which to establish an English department.

Was

THE HIGH SCHOOL
its girls by the Seminary, and
college being in the Academy, it looked

already depleted of

our sons

fitting for

as though the establishment of this English
especially

if it

sede the town High school.

High school

it

it

To make

matters worse for the

w^as perhaps at this time

ever been before.

years

department,

took the form of a High school, might super-

Its scholars

had graduated none.

weaker than

it

had

were few and for several

This emergency seemed to

demand
RADICAL CHANGES.

The

five

years' course of the

High school was changed

one of three years, and the Grammar, as

its

to

preparatory

was considerably remodeled, and between the PrimaGrammar school an Intermediate was established
with the novel device of a one 3'ear's course. At the same
time the ver}' small school on the Plains, taught by a man
school,

ly and the
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with ii saliiry of $800, was discontinued, and much needed accommodations thus secured for children who had been crowded into a hired room. The Grammar school was removed to
the High school building.
The salary of one teacher and the

room were saved, and the scholars better accommoThe people sustained these radical changes, and
showed much devotion to the welfare of the schools by raisrent of a

dated.

ing no legal objections.

As
KESULTS,

The High
ty

school seemed at once

and from that

da}' to this

endowed with new

has been a success.

years have passed and various able

committees have given

these schools their thought and experience, but

change has been made, and so

far as

we know

eral satisfaction with present arrangements.

rect in this, then the

vitali-

Several

If

or no

little

there

gen-

is

we are

needed radical changes were

cor-

made

in

our schools before the new law was passed, and the citizens
ma}' not

now

desire any considerable change.

THE NEW LAW
Abolishes

all

our school districts, requires the legal voters

of the town, including

men and women,

to elect a

Board of

Education, consisting of three persons, which shall not only

power over the schools now possessed by the
by the several Prudential Committees,
but also the power to discontinue schools in any of the old
district school houses, and to establish schools in other
places.
This is a most radical change in our school S3'stem
and should be most carefully considered by all the citizens.
have

all

the

school committee, and

THE PERMANENCY OF TEACHERS
In the

Grammar and High

their success.

We

schools has had

much

to

do with

think both philosophy and experience

teach that teachers ought to be selected with care and

dom

changed.

We

recall

sel-

no instance where any school was

long successful with frequent change of teachers.

As

to
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CHANGING SCHOOL BOOKS,

We

think competent and successful teachers

will

generally

and

agree that classes had better stick to the arithmetics
other text books they
tered them.

man

An

commenced with

they have mas-

till

old proverb warns opponents to beware

of

The youth who study a few good
books till they have mastered them know something.
Generally when new text books are introduced, they
should be taken only by those who are beginning that branch
the

of one book.

of study, for there

is

sure to be

more or

less

confusion of

ideas and loss of time in shifting a class from the study of

one author to another.
class use different

We

have seen scholars in the same

books with good success. If scholars are to

LEARN IN SCHOOL WHAT WILL BE USEFUL

To them
the

during

life,

they cannot be too careful to learn well

or fundamental principles of the sciences they study.

first

For instance, the scholar who thoroughly understands addition, and adds and subtracts rapidly and accurately' and
makes every figure legible and in its proper place, has a far
more useful knowledge of numbers than some who have

common

blundered through, or rather over the whole of a
arithmetic.

Few

outside of stores and banks can add

He who

bers rapidly and accurately.

whether from newspapers or books, has the
all

of

guage

it,

num-

has learned to read,
art,

and that

is

except as the valuable instruction and good lan-

in his

reading lessons are useful.

reads and writes correctly

grammar book he

is

studied, or

He who

speaks,

a good grammarian, whatever
if

he studied none.

We

have

who never studied a grammar
book, and poor ones who had idled away their time over sevWe have known teachers to have hobbies, yet we neveral.
er knew one guilty of teaching his scholars to add, subtract,
seen quite good grammarians

multiply or divide too rapidly and accurately', to read too well,
to think

and reason too

correctl}', to

hate lying and meanness

too intenselv, to be too correct in habits, noble in character, or
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have too mucli ability in baudsomelj', legibly aud correctwriting.
We hope to see

to

ly expressing their thoughts in

free

hand drawing taught, and think the primary school is the
commence it. This early training of the hand is

place to

useful in

many ways.
TEACHERS AND TEXT BOOKS.

Generally,
particular he

we
is

think, the less competent the teacher the

more

about what text books he uses and vice versa.

Books are only the
their arithmetics

and grammar

had time
them write

If he

teacher's convenient aids.

could he do better with his scholars than to have

themselves as he leads

for

them, by just the proper hints, to discover and understand

A

the principles thereof?

noted and successful teacher in

Stratford count}', during the

first

tury, carried this idea very far.

quarter of the present cen-

Neither he nor his scholars

But the "ciphering" books
made by his scholars contained the rules and problems with
their solutions and were wonderful specimens of accuracy,
good penmanship, neatness and tasteful ruling. The mak-

generally had any arithmetics.

thought,

ing of these required the great essentials of study,

aud penmanship, and helped to fix the princitheir mind.
We saw one who had been a scholar of

care, taste

ples in

his beat a very respectable school
tical

master in solving arithme-

problems, although the master used slate and he noth-

The

ing.

true teacher is never

swamped by

his books, like

Peter by the waters of Galilee, but he marches through and

over them as walked the Master over the sea. The true teacher

is

the scholar's live book.

RESPECT FOR TEACHERS.

An
that,

old-time master

when he

said to have

is

visited

his

act as though the master

not permit
rior."

my

The

school,

was

made

the

King promise

King) should
Said he, "I can-

he, (the

his superior.

scholars to think that any

man

is

my

supe-

exhibition of real or assumed superiority over a

teacher in presence of his scholars has a bad

effect,

and

dis-
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couraging words before them are very injurious.
of sympatlietic and appreciative persons to

on both teachers and students

Tlie visits

school cheers

tlie

to nobler achievements.

SCHOOL ROOMS, TEACIIIXG FROM NATURE, HEALTH.
School rooms ought to be neat and handsome, and abundantly supplied with books, charts, apparatus, light and pure

Flowers and works of art are nowhere more important.

air.

The desk

of a child

may

be a

little

museum

of flowers

plants, of stones, insects, &c., if the

teacher

vastly important matter of teaching

children

and

in training their

powers of observation.

Bacon, "teach not their own use

apt

is

in

and
the

from nature,

"Studies," says

wisdom without
them and above them, won by observation." The lichens
upon and the stones in a wall, the great variety of plants by
the river and road sides, the shops, mills and foundries, the
earth and heavens are full of useful lessons.
Teachers
should be very careful of the health of their children and as
far as practical, teach them its laws and of the death penalties
that

;

attached to violation of natural laws.

be at once attended

to,

a

is

Nature's calls should

and we doubt the propriety of keep-

ing children two hours witliout a recess.

THE TIME WASTED

By incompetent
ones

in

teachers of grammar, and

by thoughtless

compelling children to learn the location of Squag-

town and

its

direction from

Bungtowu, and

in

having them

try to read where they have no conception of the meaning, has

been immense and we hope

is

near

its

end.

THE EDUCATION OF THE HEART
Should never be neglected.

"A

An

educated brute

is

indeed

monster of so frightful mien.

As, to be hated, needs but to be seen."

He

is

indeed to be pitied.

The grammar

school boys in rais-

ing funds for the orphans, find they and those of the High
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lifted

pleading for kindness to animals,

themselves into sj'mpathy with the ennobling moral

duties of

life.

influence of the

great
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Such acts enoble the boj's. The personal
teacher upon the children under his care is

— of vast importance.

A good

teacher teaches, a better

one teaches and impresses, and the best teaches, impresses

and

inspires.

Talented Christian ladies with queenly' grace and a moth-

and educated gentleman of large abiliwhose manner would honor princes, and whose nobilit}'
of character would remind one of Washington, and whose
er's love for children,
ties,

affection for students is like a father's for his

famih^

spiring the 3'outh,
for,

and then,

may

work of unsurpassed importance
first, with an appreciation of and a

the school room, find

in greatly aiding

in

in in-

desire

them, to acquire the inestima-

ble acquisitions of noble character

and sound education.

HEZEKIAH SCAMMOX.
JOHN D. LYMAN,
EDWIN G. EASTMAN.
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:

TOWN WARRANT.
The State

[l. s.]

To

the inhabitants

of

New

Hampshire.

of the Toion of Exeter qnalijied

to vote

in

toivn affairs

You are hereby uotiSed to meet at the Town Hall, in said
town, on the second Tuesday of March next, at 10 o'clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects
1.
To choose a Moderator to preside in said meeting.
2.
To choose a Town Clerk.
To choose all necessary town officers, Auditors or
3.
Committees for the ensuing year.
4.
To choose one Trustee of the Robinson Female Semi:

nary for the term of seven years.
5.
To raise such sums of money as may be necessary for
the support of schools, for the maintenance of the poor, for
repairing the highways, for repairing and building sidewalks,

and building bridges, for building drains and
sewers, for the payment of the town debt, for lighting the
streets, for defraying the expenses of decorating the graves
of Union soldiers, and for other charges arising within the
town, fix the price of labor on tlie highways and the pay of
the firemen for the 3'ear ensuing.
6.
To see if the town will vote to light the streets with
electricity instead of gas, if the same can be done at a less
for repairing

expense.
the town will vote to purchase a new thirdengine for the use of the town.
8.
To see if the town will vote to purchase for the use of
the town, an engine and apparatus for crushing stones, commonly called a stone crusher.
9.
To see what sum of money, if any, the town will vote
annually to the Exeter Water Works for fire and municipal
purposes.
10.
To see if the town will authorize the Selectmen to
contract on behalf of the town, with the Exeter Water Works,
for a supply of water for fire and municipal purposes.
Given under our hands and seal, this 20th day of February,
7.

class

To

see

steam

if

fire

1836.

JEWETT CONNER,
JOSIAH

J.

ANDREW

FOLSOM,
J. FOGG,

) Selectmen
[

)

of
Exeter.

